
How Does It Work--Age Calculation Activity 
Earth Science Essentials 

by Russ Colson 
 

You will need to print out this file and put your answers in the spaces provided for later scan and 
submission. 

 

Introduction: 
 
We're going to take a look at the Rb-Sr isotopic system, in which the clock doesn't get 
'set to zero' quite as simply as for K-Ar and C-14.   
 
Rb-87 is the radioactive parent with a half-life of 48.8 billion years.  It becomes daughter 
Sr-87.  However, Sr-87 does not conveniently evaporate when the rock melts and thus 
we can't rely on evaporation to set the clock to zero. 
 
Understanding the principle of Rb-Sr clocks 
To understand how the Rb-Sr clock works, we're going to go through a thought 
experiment.  Albert Einstein famously used thought experiments to explore Relativity!  
Schrodinger's Cat is another famous thought experiment that illustrates quantum 
indeterminancy. 
 
You will need to cut index cards into small squares about 2" square.  You will need 45 of 
these squares. 
 
Color one side of 15 squares red for Rubidium-87.  Put a P in the Red side to represent 
'Parent'. 
Color the other side of these same 15 squares Tan for Strontium-87.  Put a D in the tan 
side to represent 'Daughter'. 
 
Color one side of another 15 squares Tan for Strontium-87, but leave off the D--this is 
Sr-87 that was already present in the rock prior to the time period of interest. 
 
Color one side of another 15 squares orange for Strontium-86.  This is a different 
isotope of strontium that is not a daughter isotope of Rb-87.  Write 86 on the orange 
side of the square so you can remember that this represents a different Sr isotope.  (We 
call strontium 87 a radiogenic isotope--meaning it originates from radioactive decay-- 
while strontium-86 is non-radiogenic). 
 
 
Setting the Rb-Sr clock to zero--melting the rock: 
 
Turn all 15 of the Rb squares to the P side (Rb-87).  Mix the 45 squares randomly (not 
flipping them!)--they are now melted! 
 



As the rock cools, imagine 3 different kinds of minerals crystallizing in the melt.  One of 
these minerals has lots of rubidium in it, another has an intermediate amount of 
rubidium and a third has no rubidium at all.  Allocate your atoms this way: 
 
Mineral 1:  10 Rb-87, 5 Sr-87, 5 Sr-86 
Mineral 2:  5 Rb-87, 5 Sr-87, 5 Sr-86 
Mineral 3:  0 Rb-87, 5 Sr-87, 5 Sr-86. 
 
Set these squares into distinct and separate piles to represent the three minerals.  
Notice that to start out, Sr-87 makes up the same proportion of total Sr in each of the 
three minerals (due to the random mixing during melting). 
 
Plot the ratios of each mineral on the graph below. (20 points) 
 

 
 
 
Now consider that 1/3 half-life passes (about 1/5 of the Parent decays to become Sr-87.  
Turn over the appropriate red P squares in each pile to represent the radioactive decay 
that occurs with this passage of time.  Notice that the Sr-87 and Sr-86 are no longer 
evenly distributed--it is the initial even distribution of the Sr-87 and Sr-86 caused by 
melting that sets this clock to zero! 
 
Now plot your resulting mineral values on the graph above.  (20 points) 
The resulting line is called an isochron (meaning same age, because all three minerals 
formed at the same time).  Notice that the isochron will become steeper as time passes. 
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Mathematical interpretation of our thought experiment 
Now, I want you to think what this line tells us mathematically and identify which of the 
following equations is the correct equation for the isochron.  In this equation, 87Sr0 is the 
initial 87Sr before any time passed.  To infer the correct equation, I recommend that you 
remember the equation for a line:  y = mx + b and compare this equation to your data on 
the graph above. 
 

a)  87Sr/86Sr  =  87Sr0/
86Sr + 87Rb/86Sr (et -1) 

 
b)  87Sr0/

86Sr =  87Sr/86Sr  + 87Rb/86Sr (et -1) 
 
c)  87Rb/86Sr =  87Sr/86Sr  + 87Sr0/

86Sr (et -1) 
 
d)  87Rb/86Sr =  87Sr0/

86Sr + 87Sr /86Sr (et -1) 
 
 
My answer is  _____________________________________________(10 points)_. 
 
Hopefully you figured out the correct equation.  However, regardless of which equation 

you chose, notice that the slope of the line equals (et -1).  (Slope = rise/run) 
 

We learned in the text that  = ln(2)/half-life and t = time.   
 
Therefore, we can solve for time as the following: 
 
Time since the rock was melted = [natural log (slope+1)]/ 
 
Which for small values of slope, yields approximately  
 
Time since the rock was melted = slope/ 
 
 
Determining the age of a real rock with real data (A*): 
The data for this puzzle come from  Papanastassiou D.A., Wasserburg G.J. and Burnett 
D.S.(1970a) Rb-Sr ages of lunar rocks from the Sea of Tranquillity. Earth Planet. Sci. 
Lett. 8, 1.   
 
This is one of the first radiometric dates for lunar rocks ever done.  Several different 
minerals with different amounts of initial Rb-87 were analyzed, along with the rock as a 
whole, to determine an isochron. 
 
Mass spectrometer analysis results for lunar sample 10044, 30: 
sample fraction 87Rb/86Sr 87Sr/86Sr 
whole rock 0.00982 0.69962 
plagioclase 0.00159 0.69919 
pyroxene - A 0.0252 0.70060 
pyroxene - B 0.0197 0.70011 
“ilmenite” 0.0501 0.70173 
“Crystobalite” – A 0.0629 0.70236 
“Crystobalite” – B 0.0844 0.70362 



Graph the data on the graph below (10 points), then draw a fit-line for the isochron (10 
points), and calculate the slope (10 points). 
 

 
 
Slope of the line =  __________________________________________. 
 

Using the equation for time above, calculate the age of the sample (math help:   = 
decay constant = 1.44 x10-11 decays per year. 
 
Best estimate age of 10044,30:  _______________________________ (10 points) 
(be sure to remember to include units in your answer--in science, a number without 
units doesn't mean anything usually) 
 
Using the scatter in the data as a guide, draw what you think are the maximum 
deviations possible for the slope.  Then calculate the slope in the same way as done 
above to give you an estimate of the uncertainty.   Include this uncertainty below. 
 
Maximum age likely.  _______________________________ (5 points) 
 
 
Minimum age likely.  _______________________________ (5 points) 
 
Print out this file and put your answers directly on the page, then scan your image and 
submit it via dropbox. 
 
 
Last updated Mar 13, 2015.  Pictures and text property of Russ Colson. 
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